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Ahoy
mateys!

A

Follow the Clues! G
Read each of the following clues carefully, discover
its secret location, and mark it on your treasure
map. Then write down the answer to the riddle we’ve
hidden there. You might even need to visit the spot,
depending on how clever you are . . . or how tricky
we are!
To get you started, we’ve marked the first spot and
answered the first riddle for you.

A
B
C

When tired of toys, this little girl
Likes to take this for a whirl.

S C O O T E R
◯◯◯◯◯◯◯
Somebody sneezed or maybe they coughed
To make the breeze that keeps this aloft.

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯
Tired of hunting? Then rest your rump
On this thing whittled from a stump.

◯◯◯◯◯

D

If Martin’s trail leaves you grim,
Just give Jay Hoots’s park a spin.

E

His romp round Roncey was all the rage
Now, I hope he is happy in his cage.

F

The girl’s swum here before I think;
Her name has a familiar ring.

◯◯◯◯

H

◯
A place for play (and a bit of learning)
But just a sec, I see something burning!

◯◯◯◯◯◯

l

Darkness is where evil hides.
To bathe in goodness, pick this side.

◯◯◯◯◯

J

There are plenty of places to hear about Heck,
But this one is not on the street you’d expect?

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯

K

If our hunt leaves you feeling rooked,
Try this game here, and you’ll be hooked.

◯◯◯◯◯

L

A happy car has a gas pump to thank,
But this station’s here for your toilet tank.

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯

M

Take me here. I’m hungry, Mom!
Their breakfast special is da bomb.

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯
◯◯◯◯◯◯◯

When Irving Burman lost his mind
How many blocks did he leave behind?

N

No doubt this porpoise is safer on land,
But can you name her concrete friend?

◯◯◯◯◯◯◯◯

The Rules
ɶɶ Each clue identifies a spot on your treasure map and gives you a riddle to
solve. To complete the treasure hunt, you need to mark each spot on your map
with the correct letter and correctly fill out the answer to each riddle. To make
things a little easier, for each clue we’ve shown you exactly how many letters
the answer should have.
ɶɶ All entries must be delivered to the store by 7:00 P.M. by Friday, October 16, 2015.
We will announce the winners on our Facebook page by the end of the week.
ɶɶ You do not need to solve all the clues to enter. If no one gets all the correct
answers, then the teams that get the most will still be eligible to win.
ɶɶ One entry per crew.
ɶɶ One prize per family.

The Prizes
Four prizes will be awarded as follows:
ɶɶ One prize for the first complete and correct entry received at the store.
ɶɶ Three additional prizes for the first complete and correct entries drawn from
the remainder.

Some Hints
ɶɶ Some of the clues are easy and some are hard. In some cases, the clue will get
you right to the spot, in others only visiting a spot will give you the information
you need to match it back to the clue.
ɶɶ The spots on the map are quite large, but they’ve been carefully placed to get
you as close as possible to the target.
ɶɶ As for the riddles, some might fall to the awesome power of Google, but most
require you to visit the spot and wander around a bit.
ɶɶ Good luck!
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